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•  From fertilizer to electricity, there’s more to a cow than moo and milk  

•  Report suggests ways policies could be changed to benefit dairies  

 

Dairies are proving that with the right technologies and practices, they can capture the 

agricultural and economic value of manure nutrients while reducing manure's impact on 

air quality, water quality and global warming, according to a new report by the National 

Dairy Environmental Stewardship Council.  

It says dairy producers are transforming a challenging waste product into a valuable 

farm asset. The report also provides recommendations for how national policies and 

programs can better support efforts to develop, demonstrate and implement effective 

manure management tools and technologies.  

"Manure is an ideal fertilizer for crops," says Kristen Hughes, dairies project manager at 

Sustainable Conservation, which is part of the council. "Manure becomes even more 

economical relative to inorganic commercial fertilizer when natural gas prices rise, since 

natural gas accounts for up to 90 percent of inorganic fertilizer production costs."  

In recent years, the price of natural gas has more than doubled, and in a single year 

farmers around the nation paid $2 billion to $3 billion more in increased fertilizer costs. 

Exacerbated by the impact of recent hurricanes on Gulf Coast refineries, government 

forecasters are expecting significant increases in natural gas prices again this year.  

Dairy producers in the Central Valley are eliminating commercial fertilizer purchases and 

saving up to $100 per acre annually by using land application techniques that match 



manure nutrients to crop growth, the report says. This technique allows farmers to 

maximize the crop's uptake of manure nutrients while minimizing groundwater 

contamination.  

Some producers have reduced production costs and energy consumption and increased 

their net profit per cow threefold with a practice called management intensive grazing, 

the report says. Instead of confining cows in one place and growing crops to feed them, 

cows are rotated through paddocks where they graze on grass and deposit manure 

directly on fields. Done properly, this can benefit soil and water quality.  

"That makes manure a very attractive fertilizer option for farmers and encourages dairy 

farmers to manage manure wisely and sell any excess to local farmers," Ms. Hughes 

says.  

Manure can also be used to produce renewable energy through the process of anaerobic 

digestion through a piece of equipment called a methane digester. The report says one 

Minnesota dair producer is making enough electricity for his farm and “another 80 

residential homes."  

If installed on all U.S. dairies, methane digesters could generate enough electricity to 

power approximately 600,000 homes and provide an additional income stream for dairy 

farmers, the report says. At the same time, the technology reduces greenhouse gas 

emissions, which contribute to global warming, and reduces odors and pathogens.  

Formed by Sustainable Conservation and Environmental Defense, the National Dairy 

Environmental Stewardship Council is a collaboration between dairy producers, 

environmental organizations, U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency and academics.  
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